Let K be a CM-field of degree 2n and I the free a-module generated by n all embeddings of K into C. Given a CM-type <p » Z T. of K, take a ^-rational i«l i abelian variety of type (K,cp ) and a ^-rational holomorphic 1-form m. on A such "t hat LO. • a = a a), for all a C K. As shown in [2, p.383] , there is a non-zero complex number p (T. ^(p ) depending only on K,(p , and T. such that K 1 1.
[^-PYCT.'^ ^ h). € 5 c for every c € H (A, 2Q . The quantity p (T.,tp ) can actually be chosen to be a 1 X i positive real number; it is also given as the value of a certain ^-rational (meromorphic) Hilbert modular form at a CM-point (see [2] ). Now denote by p the complex conjugation, and put ri/(T.P»tP ) as P.,(T. ,tp )~ . Then we have 
The proof is given in [3] . To express this theorem in a different way, we consider two linear maps 
